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Executive Summary
Data warehousing used to be simple. If you wanted to stockpile and organize your data for analytics
purposes, you spun up an extra database instance of whatever database platform your organization
standardized on, connected your ETL tool of choice, modeled the data, wrote a few ETL routines, and
set up regular refreshes.
Today, things have changed. The emergence of different options depending on the application—
including appliances for purpose-built high-performance data warehouses, Hadoop® for really big
data warehouses, and a number of cloud-based elastic data warehouse platforms—have certainly
made things more complicated.

The world of data is increasingly becoming multi-modal, which means an integration of multiple
technologies both new and old from multiple vendors and communities. Data warehouses can also
be on-premise, solely in the cloud, or hybrid of the two. The bottom line is, committing to one model
could unnecessarily limit your options and performance both now and in the future. The most
successful approach to your data warehousing strategy might be to leverage the different modalities
to fit specific applications, and adjust them as your needs change.
To that end, it’s important to know the key differentiators of various data warehousing technologies,
and how to implement them in your organization.
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Data Warehousing Modalities
Ten to 15 years ago, in order to prepare and store data for analytic purposes, companies really had
only one choice: build out a traditional data warehouse environment that would typically sit on
traditional relational database management systems (RDBMSs). To improve the performance of
RDBMS technology for analytic workloads, the major database vendors introduced innovations such
as columnar-store, columnar-indexing, in-memory and dimension partitioning. As the need for
higher performance grew, expensive purpose-built arrays of highly connected and interoperable
massively parallel processing (MPP) data warehouse appliances appeared. These systems were
designed to scale linearly from a few parallel nodes to several hundred. Unfortunately, those
systems had physical upper limits, and when the data got too large, splitting the workload among
many appliances would introduce diminishing returns in terms of speed and overall performance.
Further, choke-points on data ingestion (INPUT) and data querying (OUTPUT) made these
environments less attractive for high-volume, low-latency and high-concurrency querying scenarios.
With the development of Hadoop-style technologies, companies could move their data into an
infinitely scalable environment based on parallel processing on commodity hardware running
vendor-supported distributions of open-source code projects. While the scale problem appeared to
be solved, performance—especially user-generated data querying response times—could not match
the level to which businesses had become accustomed in data warehouse appliances. Finally,
through the evolution of virtualized parallel elastic cloud data processing, select vendors are able to
provide the ideal balance of scale, complexity, sophistication and performance in “pay-as-you-play”
and “pay-for-performance” on-demand models at scale. While challenges still exist—namely how do
you get your data into the cloud at scale, and how do you justify cloud storage costs for an ever
increasing data footprint—elastic cloud solutions are becoming increasingly popular.

A Framework of Thinking
To help frame how to think about this new world of data warehousing, it’s worth considering a cue
from the age-old discipline of project management. According to the Project Management Book of
Knowledge (PMBOK), the art of professional project management requires balancing three
elements—scope, schedule and cost—in the interest of creating value.
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In project management, to create the same amount of value you must increase schedule and cost if
you want to increase the scope. Likewise, if costs go up or the schedule has delays, for the same
amount of scope, you will get less value.
Similarly, the discipline of data warehousing or data engineering for analytics also requires the
balancing of three elements—scale, complexity and sophistication—in the interest in creating
performance.

To create the same amount of performance, you should increase the sophistication if you want to
increase scale and/or complexity.
Scale is how big the data is in extent, and at what velocity it arrives. In traditional terms, we might
think of measuring scale in terms of the number of records flowing in, through and out of your
environment per unit of time. Complexity is how varied the data is, how many kinds of sources,
what form factors that data arrives in, how much context is delivered with the data (i.e., how
structured, regular, clean or consistent it is). Sophistication refers to how skilled a team must be to
construct and operate the environment, how evolved the methods of implementation are, and the
rigor of processes designed to support it. Performance is a measure of quality of the total system
or environment. It can be measured in terms of how quickly major integration and transformation
tasks take to complete, how long it takes to return a queried result set, or how long it takes to
onboard and integrate a new data source.

Which Modality Is Best?
When is one technology or modality better than another? Are there trade-offs for some that can be
mitigated with others? How should you develop a data warehousing strategy that balances current
and future needs without being locked into a technology that may be significantly out of date in the
near future?
Using the framework of thinking outlined earlier, we can break down these questions and more into
their component parts for more study.
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All things being equal, traditional data warehouses are typically the smallest modality. Appliances
are closely coupled arrays of traditional database technologies, so they can generate more
performance per unit than a standalone traditional data warehouse. Hadoop-style architectures are
based on commodity hardware and low overhead file management instead of heavier overhead
database technologies, allowing Hadoop environments to grow massively large. Finally, elastic cloud
solutions completely decouple hardware configuration from logical configuration, allowing massive
scalability that can outpace all the others.

Traditional database technology can handle most basic data tasks. In addition to basic data tasks,
appliances can often execute collections of advanced algorithms for rapid return of predictive
scoring and clustering. Hadoop environments, by virtue of being file-based, can handle a wider array
of data styles, both structured and unstructured. Elastic cloud solutions vary from traditional
database as a service, to massively parallel structured data processing akin to virtual appliances, to
full-blown Hadoop-style environments as a service.
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Hadoop technologies are mostly based on open-source code bases and communities. As such, while
they offer an amazing array of options for any number of innovative data movement, data
management, data querying and data storage tasks, teams that own and operate Hadoop
environments must be quite sophisticated. Cloud technologies, by virtue of virtualization at scale,
can simplify many tasks by making them configuration-only exercises. Appliances can be challenging
to keep in tune for optimized performance, but tend to require a narrower band of skills than
Hadoop or cloud. Traditional database technologies have been around for decades, and many of the
skills required to maintain them are considered to be closer to commodity.

Traditional databases are slower than the other modalities due to the higher overhead technologies
they are built on. Hadoop is dramatically faster than traditional databases for very large workloads,
but because each query requires the same amount of overhead, it can be comparatively slow for
smaller tasks. Elastic cloud technologies have the advantage of being flexible, so scenarios that
require more memory allocations for query speed or distributed computing power for high
concurrency can return results at very high rates. Appliances are designed for performance, and
while they’re expensive, they can be fine-tuned to provide the highest performance of all modalities.

Multi-Modal Summarized
In summary, traditional database technologies are for smaller-scale, lower-complexity and lowerperformance needs, but they have the advantage of not requiring highly sophisticated teams.
Appliances handle greater scale and complexity, but need some specialized skills to yield typically
the highest relative performance. Hadoop-style environments are for very large and complex data
sets, and can provide high performance for the scale and complexity when managed by a highly
skilled team. Finally, elastic cloud can provide the best combination of all four factors.
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Why don’t we move everything to the cloud then? Many workloads have already been migrated to
the cloud, and as companies are becoming more and more comfortable not maintaining direct
physical control of their data, the cost will come down and we’ll likely see hybrid cloud environments
dominate the data landscape.

Today the comparative costs favor Hadoop for very large workloads, elastic cloud for mediumvolume but high-concurrency uses, appliances for specialized needs, and traditional for those not
quite ready to explore the broader world of multi-modal data warehousing.
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Conclusion
The multi-modal data concept provides the most flexible application of the respective benefits of all
three environments. It can improve your organization’s scalability, complexity, performance and
sophistication of data, balancing the three critical elements of scope, schedule and cost. Introducing
the multi-modal data concept to your organization could be the key to an improved data warehouse
environment.
Sirius data analytics consultants have extensive expertise across all types of analytics environments,
and can help you implement a data strategy wherever you are on the journey to maximizing the
value of your data. To learn more, visit siriuscom.com/analytics or contact Karl Haberl at
karl.haberl@siriuscom.com.
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